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Move 10 years ahead of the class. 
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GOO Cy CC yy SCSsaa free ‘library card’ can 
7 -_— = ©... ~. .- a get you there. 
| | PRINT i MODES MEMORY USRARY FREY _ With over 2100 built-in functions, our 
oe. fp ie 5 q fF new HP 48S8X Scientific Expandable 
a MTH F as . co , VAR 1 : A F NAT - — calculator takes a quantum leap into 

i the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX 
ee ower between August 15 and October 15, 

Dl — eC foe os ee oS 1990, and HP will send you a free 
| ‘sTO eval < =Vv oP, _ HP Solve Equation Li ee i : : : s quation Library card (a 
s cs 8 Bs Us g Ri ; a : fo $99.95 retail value). 
a : : Ck . 
. ie . ee : ee . - - we oe - The plug-in application card alone 
oot COS TAN & ee i ae a contains more than 300 science and 
|. s¢ oe co y yO x engineering equations, as well as 
| : Sc the periodic table, a constants’ library, 

ceed mnie ae ver fe Hae < and a multi-equation solver. It’s like 
ata. oe aa : hoe i i having a stack of reference books right 

|. 3 y- z : i at your fingertips. 

” a eeere, soe co. ALGEBRA t) * _ The HP 48SxX calculator is so advanced, 
8 oe rs cos oe roe ] a it will change the way you solve prob- 
& es 7 7 i: 8 i 9 i= oO lems forever. It integrates graphics 
2 r oS with calculus, lets you enter equations 

we _ oO gant ners _ the way you write them, and does 
gE a - - sf ee oS cS a = : _ automatic unit management. 

ee, | oS | ca i 5 3 . : Check your campus bookstore or HP 
32 a — i retailer for HP’s range of calculators 
24 Ell. CC e | a and special back-to-school offers. 
Be ae co oS oC oo i 8 Then check out the calculators that 
3 B a el | | eo oS [ cel _ are years ahead of their class. 
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20g PS A . What if I don’t want to be an engineer after all? 1 am studying for a degree in 

— RR if | mechanical engineering and I’m not even sure what a mechanical engineer really 

| ~s* hell - This is my seventh semester-the first as a senior-and so far, I have done very 

_ 4 | ae q — a little hands-on work. The theory and number crunching is getting boring. But I can 

ae bd FF 7 << . wait until I know more about mechanical engineering as a profession to decide 

he 2 a“ «| _«sCwhether or not I like it. 
“> | Te, % » Wait?! Wait for what? Why can’t I just find a major that I know I will enjoy. I 
t he 3 should not waste my time earning a degree (and spending what seems like $3 million 
a doing so) if I don’t like the field. I need to decide what to do with my life. 

a Not necessarily. 
= 2 © I never said I didn’t like mechanical engineering-just that it isn’t super exciting 

< y J ” > : yet and I feel unsure about what a mechanical engineer does. I may as well give 

met -_ ~*~ ee mechanical engineering as a career a chance. 
™ os r So what happens if I get a job after graduation only to find out that I don’t like it. 
ies = “ m I guess I can find something else to do. 

scceamian : ™ Is this attitude normal? Maybe not for most college students, but career changes, 
Shelly Hoffland, Production Editor either from one company to another or from one field to another, certainly are not 

Wisconsin Engineer uncommon. 
Richard Bolles, a former Episcopal priest and now a well-known career-change 

advisor, says that on average, a job lasts 3.6 years. In his popular annual guide to the 
career change, What Color is Your Parachute, Bolles also states that on average, people 

tackle the job hunt eight times in a lifetime. 
Why do people change careers? 
According to Linda Schilling, a counselor and career advisor for the College of 

Engineering, people change careers for a number of reasons. 
First, students tend to major in a field that someone else, often a high school 

teacher or a friend, suggested on the basis of you'd be good at that. Schilling notes, 
“Most freshmen come here with no idea about what engineering is, or about the 
differences among the disciplines.” Gender roles are also a factor. Individuals who 
grew up with their parents’ attitudes that only girls become nurses and only boys 
become doctors often find dissatisfaction with their career choices. In addition, as 

people grow older, tastes, needs, and goals naturally change. A field may seem less 
interesting or become limiting and a change is desired. Another major reason for 
career change, especially in intense fields like engineering or computer science, is 

burnout. 
For students who worry about whether or not their career choices are right, 

Schilling recommends, “Don’t get hung up on whether or not this is the perfect career 
for you. You don’t really know anything until you try it.” 

Keith Johnson, a corporate staffing manager for Hewlett Packard, suggests some 

ways to help the first job after college be a springboard for the future. The key is to 
consider the immediate along with the long range factors of a certain position. 
Johnson compares such factors as the type of work to the opportunity for growth, the 
training process to the continuing education policy, and the work environment to the 
company values. Johnson points out, “Because immediate factors are more concrete, 
they can unconsciously become a bigger part of your decision. The longer-range 
factors, however, are really the key to determining whether you will be happy with 
your choice for at least the first several years.” This attitude assures that opportunity 
is always open for the future at a particular job. 

So, this is why I will wait. I may have some potential as a mechanical engineer. I 
will co-op next semester (I hope) and learn more about this profession and return to 
school to finish my degree. In five years, give or take a couple, if lam unhappy with 
my career choice, I can find something else to do. 

No rush. No big deal. Ill 
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DEAN'S CORNER 
I viewed the July full moon in the Atlantic off the south coast of Nova Scotia. The 

bright glimmer of the sea as we coasted down the ocean swells at six knots during the | | thiamin om 
10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. watch simulates thought and contemplation. Ina week we She ME 
will be in Beddeck where we will leave our sloop for the winter. A quick flight from a. ‘ enn 
Sydney to Madison will bring us back to prepare for the fall semester. Tee ee r x i 

At the same time, I suspect many of our new students saw the full moon from + | omy +S = | 

points all over Wisconsin, the U.S., and a few from around the world. They, too, may a dl 

have been contemplating their first day on the Madison campus after the summer ii 3 Le | 
break of vacations and work. bd E/ 

All of you who will be on campus together this semester will share a special we e2 J . 
opportunity to embark on a voyage of learning and building for a productive profes- 4 ‘ 
sional future. Your educational experience is very much like a voyage at sea. Before 
you embark, you must know where you are going, understand the potential condi- y 
tions you will encounter and be prepared to meet the challenges that develop as they J 
occur. be } 

You have already chosen a starting point — one of the best engineering colleges ’ : 4 ™ 
in the country. You will meet many distinguished faculty and staff who have made — 
the voyage before you. They are dedicated to helping you find your way through John G. Bollinger, 

storms and calm. Be sure to seek their advice, get to know them, and remember, they Dean, College of Engineering 

are seasoned navigators of their professions. You will learn from faculty who are not 
only good teachers, but outstanding researchers with international reputations in their 
field. They have made a commitment to provide you with a basic understanding of 
science and mathematics and the practice of engineering. 

Consider your destination carefully. Whether it is a professional career in 
engineering or some other field like law, medicine or business, your engineering 
studies will provide you witha sound technical foundation on which to build a 
career. In sailing, setting goals and studying the charts before you leave on your 
journey help to assure a successful trip. Your studies in a college are no different. 
But, like any passage, the charts must be kept close at hand, and you must establish 
way points and measures of performance to assess your progress along the way. 
Your journey in college is a long one. It should be one of the most memorable 
experiences in your lifetime. The resources in Madison are in place to make your trip 
a diverse experience. At sea, I look for diversions — some fishing, watching the 

dolphins, whales, the many birds, and studying the shoreline, if there is one. In 
college you can participate in a host of activities. Plan to participate in your new envi- 
ronment. You can join professional societies, athletic teams, music groups, sports 

clubs, fraternities and sororities, and numerous informal social groups. These are all 

important diversions from riding one wave after another. 
Near exam times the waves rise, sometimes to breaking stage. It is important to 

know the capabilities of your ship and your crew. Adequate preparation is essential 
to help you weather whatever storm may come. Knowing your strengths and weak- 
nesses will help you prepare for both the best and the worst. This requires honest as- 
sessment of where you are, what will come, the potential result and what preparation 

is needed to assure success. Your books, the resources in our library, and the faculty 

and staff are your assets for preparation. Practice, however, with problem solving is 

the final step in learning to assure satisfaction in meeting your expectations. 
Most of your experiences in college will focus on individual performance. Sailing 

single-handed is analogous. A good sailor can do it, but a great sailor knows how to 
work with a crew. Life in the professional world is a teamwork environment. The 
success of interpersonal skills and collegiality will therefore be of paramount impor- 
tance. Practice these skills in groups and learn to be a team player. Your ultimate 
grade in life may depend on teamwork as much or more than your mastery of a 
subject. 

If you are a new freshman or a continuing student, welcome aboard, have a good 
trip and stay clear of the reefs. Il 
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Outdoor plumbing, thatched-roof huts, and no cable TV may | Siig cgqcu A ee 
seem like a nightmare to some people, but for one former UW ee! Se Wt: _ a 

graduate it was a dream come true. James Smith, a 1987 gradu- | BAe % eu 1 ae 
ate, was honored this spring for his success as a Peace Corps scm > Baca 
volunteer by being named one of five recipients of the 1990 John —— oa 7 

F. Kennedy “Representative Volunteer of the Year” Award. r (eo eee 

aaa ws. Vm] SAY ls 

Months before graduating with a Peace Corps. Smith chose astronomy _ yee S| 
bachelor’s degree in astronomy physics, physics because technical skills are « a € | v 

James Smith began the application proc- highly demanded by the Peace Corps. a ~ a 2 as bg 

ess to join the Peace Corps. Why the After completing the lengthy appli- =" seacamenees : 

Peace Corps...? Well, it wasn’ta last min- cation process, Smith began his Peace oiaatecel 
ute decision to escape from the academic _ Corps service in December of 1987 in Li- ar 
horrors of the university. Six or seven beria, a mid-African country on the At- nia 

years earlier, Smith read The Ugly lantic coast. He learned quickly justhow city displays the John F. Kennedy 

American by William J. Lederer and Eu- difficult it can be adjusting to a com- Representative of the Year Award for his 

gene Burdick, a fictional novel describ- pletely different culture. “When you go work in the Peace Corps. 

into a foreign culture, it’s different in so 

7 ° ” many ways. You can think you're pre- ——— SS 

The ug ly American ane fo but there are chites at you drinking “palm wine” (which Smith de- 
opened Smith’s eyes never even thought of,” Smith comments. scribes as a good “beer substitute”). 

Naturally, he encountered daily disap- Smith especially enjoyed bathing in the 

to the unnecessary hard- pointments as a result of his own cultural _ evening and relaxing with friends, drink- 

ships faced by people in expectations. He learned the hard way ing palm wine, and talking. Many Peace 

f 7 that time has little importance in Liberia, | Corps volunteers are required to learn a 

third-world nations... occasionally waiting hours for people to new language, but Smith was fortunate 

—_ keep appointments they had made with that English is the national language of 

ing the often “inappropriate” assistance him. Liberia. 

given to developing countries by the U.S. Overall, however, Smith enjoyed Smith’s first project was literally at 

government. The Ugly American opened the” laid-back” Liberian lifestyle. He was _ the “grass roots” level, digging wells 

Smith’s eyes to the unnecessary hard- immediately accepted by the people. He _ with simple hand tools. The objective of 

ships faced by people in third-world na- was even gowned the honorary town- the project was to improve the quality of 

tions, and thoughts of this unfortunate chief-for-a-day and given gifts of rice, the water supply and thus decrease the 

reality stayed with him during his years chickens, and a goat. Smith described likelihood of water-borne illnesses. 

at the UW. After initially considering a the workday as a “party-like” atmos- Later, Smith helped initiate a project to 

degree in history or political science, phere surrounded by the beating of allow the people to produce uniforms for 

Smith changed his mind and his major to drums. A few people would work while their school children, rather than travel 

make himself more appealing to the the rest stood around watching and 250 miles to purchase the uniforms. 
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Smith also introduced the idea of having et lin Co 

a community planning session. Such ses- Ree aa = a 

sions served a dual purpose, allowing the es i 

people to identify their needs and set 4 A WAR (4 By Rs 
goals for themselves while simultane- ¢ S aamanan 2 2 265 J é Cs ‘ 

ously assuring Smith that the assistance a ee te Bee Sue 

he provided was “appropriate.” | Be ee Zz Py 2 q We * Q OX 
Smith was careful not to take on all y se aie Cle 

of the responsibility for these projects — hes dy eo eC i 

himself. His role, as he saw it, was to re ° >< et ae es £ » n Le =< 

help the people help themselves. “Vol- IZA ~ we x Be D> cay ~ ee cS 
unteers have the ‘Western’ drive to finish | = ae SD > — Fae ——— 

the projects, but then after the project is 

completed, the people look at it as the James Smith shows a few of the items he collected while working in Liberia. 
volunteer's project rather than as their 

own... It’s better to leave an unfinished ee 

project than it is to leave a finished proj- 

ect that the people don’t feel ownership though the Peace Corps is designed to job. Ideally, Smith says, he would like to 

of,” Smith comments. help others, Smith believes that he bene- _go to graduate school to get a master’s 

The normal term of service in the fited most from his experience, citing no- degree in urban and regional planning 

Peace Corps is two years, but Smith ticeable improvement in his interper- and become a Peace Corps professional 

asked for a third-year extension to assist sonal skills and overall self-confidence. in Liberia after order is restored there. 

in the completion of the projects he The John F. Kennedy “Representa- In addition to having the best colle- 

helped initiate. At least that was his tive Volunteer of the Year” Award, giate hockey team in the country, the UW 

“practical” reason for wanting to stay. named for the president who established _ is also the nation’s number one producer 

Smith’s “personal” reason for staying the Peace Corps in 1961, is given annu- of Peace Corps volunteers. For those of 

———_————— sally to representatives of each of the three you who are pursuing technical degrees 
“One of the most regions of the world that the U.S. Peace and are uncertain about what you want 

. . Corps serves. Smith believes he was cho- _ to do after graduating, the Peace Corps 

important things I sen for the award because of his success- _ may be just what you're looking for. 

learned was how much ful projects and his ability to work effec- Currently, 6100 Peace corps volun- 
oo. tively with the Liberian people. teers and trainees are working on devel- 

inside myself was In order to receive the award, Smith opment projects in needy countries 

was flown to Washington, D.C. in late around the world. This summer, the 

actually me and April. Smith and he other recipients Peace Corps sent its first volunteers to 

how much was the were honored during a special White Eastern Europe. Anyone with questions 
House ceremony hosted by President about the Peace Corps can contact the 

Western culture I was Bush as a part of National Volunteer Madison campus eater at 262-1121. 4m 

brought up in.” Week. Smith had the privilege of chat- 
ting briefly with Bush about Liberia. 

TT This week filled with praise also brought 

was that he really enjoyed the culture. great disappointment to Smith. During =§ AUTHOR —$ 
Smith described his Peace Corps that same week, he learned that he would oo 

service as an on-going learning experi- be unable to return to Liberia due to the Mike Waters, a sophomore in engineer- 

ence. “There are things you assume are outbreak of civil war. Smith’s greatest ing mechanics, enjoyed a multi-cultural 

human but are actually attributes of regret was that he never gotachanceto experience of his own last summer: 
Western culture... One of the most impor- say goodbye to the many friends he running with the bulls in Pamplona, 

tant things I learned was how much in- made and to thank them for their incred- gazing at topless figures on the French 

side myself was actually me and how ible hospitality. Riveria, and drinking beer everywhere 

much was the Western culture I was Due to this unfortunate turn of else. 

brought up in,” Smith explains. Al- events, Smith found himself in need ofa | —______EE 
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Dip You Miss Us THis SUMMER? 
The Wisconsin Engineer staff did not take a vacation this 

summer, but we did not produce a summer issue, either. =a mat 

Instead, in hopes of improving our finances, we produced ts & & 

the Placement Guide for the Career Planning and Place- % <7 Fs 3 

t Office. ~S—— /s ae 
ne “ sre Fier Fy ps... ge 

If you are a subscriber, please do not worry. We will (oa eee i ian ys 
extend your subscription to include a fifth issue. Maybe, if py: if A p Pre 
this next year goes well for us, we will be able to give you aN i seats P faa 
that summer issue next year. (That's a big hint for you to [| =x eee Se! 
send us big checks) ez) ee ns 

Fe Ge Sy 

Of course, we apologize for any inconvenience, lost sleep, Ae we} 

or feelings of desertion. We really meant no harm. In the $45 
meantime, please enjoy this October issue. 

UW-Maopison 1991 ENGINEERING EXPOSITION 

How Do I Ger InvotveD? 
S O = S @} UW-Madison students can get involved by develop- 

N' (@) ing and exhibiting a display related to any technical 
KY An SS or engineering discipline. 

is Sy The special exhibits theme is sports in engineering. It 
nN is not necessary to follow this theme: it is primarily to 

spark ideas. A list of project ideas is available in the 
Expo office and in the ME lobby. 

EX C) =) | Students may exhibit in any one of these categories: 

elndividual Projects 
YY DN eSmall Group Projects (2 or more participants) 
4) O> Student Organization Projects 
A OY eGraduate Student Projects WC A N 

vA 9 a 2) eB) a eo 3 Students can also assist in the planning and organi- 
zation of Expo. Expo is entirely student run. Benefits 
of helping the executive committee include: 

Waar Witt I Get Our of EXPO? eMeeting students and faculty from all engineer- 
Students who exhibit at Expo will have the ing disciplines. 
opportunity to: ; ; ; Promoting, through your own work, a well known 

eAcquire practical experience in design, problem event aimed at demonstrating the quality of a UW- 
solving and presentation skills. Madison engineering education. 
eReceive independent study credits or technical 

elective credits for their work on projects. Wuo 1o ConrTAcr 

*Compete for $4,850 in cash prizes. ; If you need an idea for a project, information about *Exhibit next to practicing engineers from major exhibiting, or people to help with a project, contact 
companies and organizations. ; Jennifer Meinz, Student Exhibits Coordinator. If you 
+Meet informally with representatvies from many — would like to help plan and organize, contact Lynn 

of the companies that interview on campus. Graber, Promotion and Personnel. 262-5137. 
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Your C. O tuniti 

We're the New UOP. . . a joint venture For the recent Chemical Engineering 
company created by two of America’s leading graduate, unsure of ultimate career direction, 
corporations: we offer an excellent opportunity to test 

Union Carbide’s st CO personal skills and 
: be se. | PERRY | abilitics i iety of Molecular Sieves, aw (~ >) EERE D | abilities ina variety o 

Engineering Products Gea | a = FF SC{ assignments before 
& Processes, and ; "ee Corre = MK ¢__sS__ deciding on a specific 
Katalistiks Interna- Le _- | THE, fe ee eareerdiractions Our 

tional and Allied-Signal’s UOP 4 tig i i. flexible program provides a 

have joined to form one organi- ~~ | | » y @ r & y i\ 7? wide sampling of engineering 
zation with unique Fee MR ee @*Perience and diverse 
PasBlTGes.. he - : - Qs a ee _ . i. s cus : : options at its 
New UOP. 8 a Soe a compl etion. It tru ly 

EDD - ~/ SES 
The New UOP is the ic FO (ke ash — ablords the 

: te Ls ee ee opportunity to 
premier organization ‘cous —_ — — : . . quickly move into 
serving the petro- 3 ays 

<a : positions of responsibility. 
leum refining, petrochemical and gas proc- . 
essing industries, worldwide. Our experience Alternately, for the engineer who has been 
in a comprehensive array of technologies, working and striving to obtain a specific goal, 
products and services is unsurpassed. we offer positions that will allow you to enter 

directly into your chosen career. 

Career Opportunities 

UOP Location Type of Work [che | Me | ce | fe | Chem | 
25 East Algonquin Road Research Proc. Des./Dev. BS BS BS BS/MS 
Des Plaines, IL 60017 Proj. Eng. & Structural Des. MS MS MS PhD 

P.O. Box 21566 Mfg. (Catalyst, Spec. Chem) BS 
Shreveport, LA 71120 Proc./Proj. Engineering 

1800 E. President St. Mfg. (Catalyst) BS 
Savannah, GA 31404 Process/Project Eng. 

Saw Mill River Road Materials Research & BS 
Tarrytown, NY 10591 Development MS 

P.O. Box 11486 Mfg. (Molecular Sieves) BS 
Chickasaw, AL 36611 Process/Project Eng. 

Drawer C R&D, Process Dev. & PhD BS 
Riverside, IL 60546 Project Engineering 

UOP Monirex Des/Dev Analog/Digital BS 
25 E. Algonquin Rd Hardware/Software MS 
Des Plaines, IL 60017 Instrumentation/Control Systems 

UOP, as an Equal Opportunity Employer, encourages minorities and females to apply. 

UOP 
25 East Algonquin Rd. 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60017-5017 

Telephone: 708-391-2000
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wisconsin 
New Department Chairs engineer 

Professor Peter Monkmeyer has replaced 
| Professor James L. Clapp as the chairman of the 

civil and environmental engineering department. 
Before his promotion, Monkmeyer spent many 
years as associate chairman of the Graduate Affairs 
office in the same department. 

In addition, Professor Bahaa Saleh is the new 

chairman of the electrical and computer engineer- Wisconsin Engineer Welcomes 
ing department. New Faculty 

Dr. Thomas F. Kuech joins UW-Madison 
from IBM. Kuech is an Associate Professor 
specializing in thin film deposition. 

Dr. Kevin L. Bray, of the University of 
| Illinois, is an Assistant Professor specializing 

in materials science, particularly characteris- 
| tics of materials under high pressure. 

| Professor McNeary Retires 
Wisconsin Engineer bids farewell to Professor James McNeary. 

McNeary's specialty is teaching graphics, and he developed and taught 
ME 151-152: Descriptive Geometry Via the Microcomputer. McNeary 

= o says he is “up to his ears in home projects” that have been put off for 20 
years. He also says he is working very little with his computer, but is 

<ehSS working a lot will his tools. He says that it will take “ten years to catch 
Ap ae up” with all of his projects and plans around the house. He enjoys his 
AE 2 retirement because he can work a little, rest and little, and take a nap. 
& “SERS ~s His only regret is that he has gained some weight in his first 31 days of 

2 5) retirement. Good luck, Professor McNeary. We hope everything is still 
| So slicker than cat fur. 

ere NO 

— — | 
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SWE Chapter Wins Regional Award 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison chapter of 

the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) received the 

Award for Best Student Section in the Midwest Region 
at the SWE National Convention in New York City. 

The award fund raising success, career | 

development activities, and activities with Girl Scouts. 
The award comes after a three-year re-organization 
period for the UW-Madison chapter that involved 

becoming more active in the community and on 
campus. 

Congratulations to all of the SWE members who 
have helped to earn this award. 

afr 

EXPO '91 Pe Ps 

APRIL 19-21 et a 
i 2 \ 

YW Za , : 

roe, Vf -) 
5 = te ie oo = Lc. | 

eal (Te), | fo 
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Presidential Young Investigators Award is <a ye a 
The Presidential Young Investigator Awards are ) > AG 3 a : 

presented by the National Science Foundation (NSF) to 4 : : Man 0 ft - 

encourage contributions and advances in engineering, in | y f 
physics, chemistry, and other sciences. This year, six AAs Se 4 r  & . 

assistant professors in the UW-Madison College of Engi- | | ; af a) 
A . - ee Ea TF ee 

neering received this prestigious award. Front row, left Fy beget Wo =e i 

to right: Regina Murphy, Chemical Engineering; Jeffrey | | BE yasameaee i | b 
Russell, Civil and Environmental Engineering; Roxann eo a e ‘ Cj a q 

Englestad, Mechanical Engineering. Back row, left to ‘att Ed SS ~~ ' 

right: Jake Blanchard, Nuclear Engineering; and John ee: x i a 
Booske and Ned Tabatabaie, Electrical Engineering. ‘8 { 7 a _ ‘ 

Congratulations to these outstanding young faculty. a i Cl 

isang lee ee i eee 
——_ —$—<$—_—<—<—<——— 
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FACULTY PROFILE 

PROFESSOR O'IS: ' 

SUN, SAND, AND DATA 

If you think all mechanical ane! at 5 le @ 2 

engineering professors were , ae — ex” - 
2 = Lealiliasilte ee Wes Ze = 4 E /= 

cast in the same die, <= ee CC a XZ 2% 3s : = — Fi OU 
you have never met o% wN S - ‘a = 

Professor David Otis. : ® 2am J oe 
ee Ae iO See 4 — th 

Professor David R. Otis earned his ——— oe i f eS oe : A 

Ph.D. in mechanical engineering in 1964 mi, yr f ye 

from University of California-Berkeley. bat! a “ “a | ben — Fo 
His specialties at the mechanical engi- idee oe Ons _ i a4 & boa 
neering department at UW-Madison are oo — c= yp, toa = 
energy storage, heat transfer, and fluid ert‘ CCR ‘ ogee yee : peas 

mechanics. Otis has been with UW- ae oe a ees 
Madison since earning his Ph.D., al- : av rs Ge Eta a __aal ‘EE icx= 7 
though not all of those years were spent WP rags pa ee. Risk ei > <S > _ 
on the Madison campus. “Sey. ea Ba aaa _——— mu | AYh - 

Before starting work on his Ph.D. in SS _ es 
1959, Professor Otis spent about six years : roe 
in the aerospace industry working onthe “p si : : A oe 

Ot ks t Addas Missile Project, various aircraft pro- rofessor Otis works on an experiment , something he enjoys about engineering. 

grams, and some nuclear shielding proj- —©|=§ ———_______— 
ects in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

The time he spent in Saudi Arabia ing the people, discovering their cultures, The Otis family consists of five chil- 

seems to over shadow much of the rest. and communicating with what Otis dren (two boys and three girls) and as 
Professor Otis spent six years in Saudi termed his “survival” knowledge of Ger- _ professor Otis says, “only one wife.” 
Arabia spanning the years between 1974 — man, Spanish and Arabic. Three of the five children chose to 
and 1988. From 1974 to 1976, Otis and Two years after coming to the Uni- follow their father’s career choice. His 

his family were living in Saudi Arabia versity, Professor Otis became a Chris- two sons are both mechanical engineers. 

while Otis taught at what is now known tian, and considers his faith an important One works at Trek, a bicycle manufac- 
as The King Fahad University of Petro- part of his life. He comments that intelli- turer in Waterloo, Wisconsin. The other 
leum and Minerals. During one summer _ gence “doesn’t mean you can’t believe.” is working toward a Ph.D. at MIT. The 
there, the Otis family packed up and Over the years he has been involved in third ME is one of twin daughters, cur- 

drove from Saudi Arabia to Switzerland various Christian organizations in the rently a graduate student in industrial 
and camped along the way. They drove _ area, such as Navigators and Campus engineering at UW-Madison. Of the 

through Jordan, Syria, Turkey, Greece, Crusade for Christ, but he is not cur- other two daughters, one lives in Balti- 

Yugoslavia, Austria, and Bulgaria meet- rently involved in any such groups. more and works as a registered dietitian 
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FACULTY PROFILE 

ST ee _ ' i ‘ , a o* < eg “ 

1A E qeamatlir ‘3 
Pas tis S | ' 

: aS ks mH \ “ . > 4 
‘ % Wy aed iat : . 

Mees: Pe ke 
ee 

lila ee 3. +. ee 
¢ AA eeteere ese a ae 

: San a ~ 

a . “RSS sy 
“ s os Sat 4 ‘ would not grant Yassir Arafat a visa to 

TERRA . enter the United States to speak his piece. 
is: aNd Professor Otis wore the headdress in si- 

By os ee lent protest. ; 
: ES raGa Sey Otis also came to appreciate other 
«fie — : pectin, Ree advantages of wearing this native ap- 
é a _ eS , parel. He discovered that not only could 

a 4 - “ak : 7 ie you wrap the band about your shoulders 
ae | Se, Si ‘ - a oo. for warmth or as a shield from the heat, 

oo ok > i . — | _41| but it also could be piled on top of the 
a ay o *y ' i Ml head to help keep you cool. He also no- 
ee Le A ‘ ay, ta ticed that, while wearing the headdress, 

. ‘ en a & his head temperature seemed to remain 
| i e. &: “4 quite constant. To test this hypothesis, 

ei 3 of ae 34 Otis took measurements of his head tem- 
oy > a a perature and sure enough, the tempera- 
| mers ae. oe _ ture remained fairly constant whether in 

“ : - y be Se mh Ys  *,. air-conditioned buildings or in blazing 
i > os ig Beis aC m5, 7% | 100 plus degree heat. Otis planned to 

Ra .¥ i 4 PRS RA ES | writea paper on the subject, but was not 

Otis conducts an experiment with the traditional Arab headdress he wore in Saudi Arabia. able to collect sufficient data. a 
Professor Otis can be found in his 

isis office, working on one of his experiments. 

or discussing one with a colleague. If 
and the youngest is earing her under- tache, along with the Arab headdress and _you visit Otis in his office, you may find 
graduate degree at the University of Min- _ western clothing, Otis resembled a Jorda- __ one or two things from Arabia, such as 

nesota. nian and was often mistaken as such. He __ the calendar on his door. He can also be 
While teaching at UW-Madison, used this to his advantage, as he could found teaching two classes this semester, 

Otis can be seen wearing the traditional mumble a few words in Arabicand beon ME 349 and ME 572. He would, how- 
Arab headdress, which he wore while his way. ever, prefer to be “where the data is 

working in Arabia. The garb consists of a At UW-Madison, Professor Otis being taken.” 
small white cap covered with a large red dons the Arab headdress because he likes Three research projects currently 
and white band or cloth, held together to wear it and uses it as protection have Professor Otis’ attention. The first 
with a black rope. Otis was the only against the sun. A recent situation of these projects involves air cylinder ac- 
westerner who wore the headdress at the prompted Otis to wear the headdress for _tuation. He and a graduate student are 
University and it became his trademark. other reasons. Having lived and worked —_ modeling and taking experimental meas- 
This had its advantages and disadvan- in Saudi Arabia for six years, Otis was urements of the functioning of these air 
tages. With his small beard and mus- distressed by the fact that George Schultz cylinders. They will record data and de- 
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U Be Sure You Don't Miss An Issue OF THE 

wisconsin engineer 

Subscribing to the Wisconsin Engineer magazine is an 
excellent way to keep in touch with the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
scribe the valve, the cylinder, and seal aS 

friction, as well as the thermodynamics sone year $10.00 ethree years $27.00 elifetime $200.00 
involved in the experiments. 

The second project, at the Wisconsin 

Center for Space Automation and Robot- Please send your check payable to: 
ics (WCSAR), is part of a series of NASA Wisconsin Engineer v7 

projects being conducted on the UW- . . : ar EF a 
Madison Campus. Otis is involved in a Mechanical Engineering Building Ww ° 

one-month project using wind-tunnel 1513 University Avenue Bein a 
tests to study humidification and dehu- Madison, WI 53706 ae 
midification. He hopes to determine if it ‘ 
is possible to both humidify and dehu- 
midify with one “box” or piece of ma- 
chinery. 

Finally, Otis is taking part in a proj- 
ect with his colleague, Professor Ragland. 

This project uses thermo-plasmas (ion- 
ized gases) to dispose of small quantities 
of chemical waste. The two professors Ef O R Y O I R 
are studying what the thermo-plasmas 
do to the chemicals in hopes of perfecting 
a small device capable of disposing of E N O Y \ / [ E N | 
various chemical wastes. + 

When Professor Otis is not teaching 
or involved in research, he enjoys camp- 
ing and skate sailing, which he describes 
as “wearing ice skates and holding a t 
sail.” Otis also enjoys music and plays a ] h [ h P k 
variety of instruments. e n n O n e ar 

If you are an engineering student in We have all the components for 
need of direction or need to take ME 349 . f bl . 
or ME 572, Professor Otis may be just the a convenient, comiortable stay: 
man you are looking for. If you can spot © Centrally located © Spacious, Stately © Two Restaurants 
his tan Chevy truck with the camper cab on Madison’s Guest Rooms (including Madison’s 

you will usually find he is not far away. aa Sauate @ Indoor Pool ony ee ea 
TF © Easy access to @ Whirlpool and 

the University Fitness Center 

—__—_. Call now for reservations: ——— AUTHOR AT 
awe 008-257-8811 

Barb Kauffold, a BA-2, is a full-time N _ Best Western Toll Free Number: 1-800-528-1234 
technical writer and part-time student. \* <Q 22S. Carroll St., Madison, WI 3703 = 
She is hell on wheels when it comes to ‘A Madison Tradition since 1871 
desktop publishing. _ 
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re you looking for R&D excitement and a We also encourage our staff members to im- 
new challenge? Do you want to be recog- prove themselves professionally in a number of 

nized and well rewarded for your creativity ways. For example, we provide a 100% tuition 

and initiative? Then take a look at the reimbursement program for those obtaining 

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), one of the advanced degrees. 

nations leading applied research facilities. The well-being of our staff and their dependents 

If you love the thrill of discovery, we can is of utmost importance to us. We offer the kind of 

promise you a lot of excite- . : Sa competitive salary and 
ment. At SwRI you get to WE ARE CURRENTLY RECRUITING comprehensive benefit 

work side-by-side with IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS package that you’d expect 
internationally recognized ‘ E _ ‘ from a leader in the 
engineers, scientists, and AUTOMATION AND DATA SYSTEMS research industry. 

analysts from 12 different AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS AND The products that 

evisions of nestle Dee EMISSIONS RESEARCH SN HT bells see Seis 
exciting multidisciplinary talents, and aspirations 

approach to R&D is CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING of it’s individual staff 
diverse, but the goal is vn , . members. Since techni- 

common: to advance the | ELECTROMAGNETICS cal ability is what the 
general welfare of people of oA POT 1 institute has to offer, 

the free world through ENGINE AND VEHICLE RESEARCH we look for people who 
science and technology. | ENGINEERING AND MATERIALS SCIENCE measure success accor- 

At Southwest Research - | | ding to their contribu- 

Institute, you have the FUELS AND LUBRICANTS tions to the advancement 
opportunity to excel. Recog- me t ‘ of their chosen field of 

nized as an international MECHANICAL AND FLUIDS ENGINEERING technology. 
center of excellence in If you are a highly 

applied research, we serve domestic and foreign motivated and success oriented college graduate 
industries and diverse agencies of the federal with a very strong academic background and 
government. There are many opportunities for excellent communication and interpersonal skills, 

technical and professional growth due to the avail- _ then we’re looking for you. 
ability of a wide variety of challenging technical Be a part of the excitement. A part of the 

assignments and the fact that you will be rewarded adventure. Inquiries and/or resumes should be 

on your ability to handle such assignments. addressed to: A.W. Desmarais, Personnel 
Because we hire only the best, we listen to Specialist, Southwest Research Institute, 

your ideas, respect your talent and provide Personnel Department #487, 6220 Culebra 

all the support and direction you need to Sion Road, P.O. Drawer 28510, San Antonio, 

develop a diverse and challenging career. RDA Texas 78228-0510 or call (512)522-5225. 

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

An Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action Employer 

WE WILL BE RECRUITING ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 30



HOPE IN BADGERLAND: ' 

At the conclusion of last year's dismal football season, it didn't take an 
engineering degree to see that some changes were needed somewhere. 

Drastically sagging attendance at The one bright light in all of this first Wisconsin team like a conductor 
football games translated into an ath- was Bucky’s Marching Band. The works an orchestra. He made the 
letic board that was observing more band provided the majority of the en- rounds every day, shifting his attention 
red in the balance books than in the tertainment and kept what fans there from the linebackers to the offensive 
stands. were in the stands for the Fifth Quarter backfield, from the defensive secon- 

Why the sagging attendance? and continued to play the “Bud Song.” dary to the punt return units. He 
Let’s face it, Wisconsin fans do not ex- Finally, Chancellor Shalala lowered the stood back and observed, registering 
pect dominance and perfection like boom on Morton. Changes were made what he liked and disliked for future 
other fans in the Big Ten. In fact, first- in the athletic department as well, with staff and player meetings. He took 
year head coach Barry Alvarez’s son the resignation of athletic director Ade charge, moving into the center of play. 
Chad has probably accompanied his Sponberg and the hiring of former He offered constructive lessons, praise 
Dad to more bowl games than all of Badger great Pat Richter to take the if deserved, and disgust when neces- 
Badger history provides. vacancy. Barry Alvarez is the new sary. 

Win or lose, our fans are known coach and a new wind is blowing. “My number one goal for this first 
for having a good time and keeping season is to have a team out on the 

football what it is, a game. The Fifth ; field that people in the state of Wiscon- 
Quarter is proof of this. However, My number one goal for sin can identify with and be proud of,” 
even Wisconsin fans can take only so this first season is to have explains Alvarez. “I just want them to 
much. Yes, Don Morton & Co. were 5 go out and play as hard as they can, 

having considerable trouble selling the ales out on the field that know what they’re supposed to do, 
offense, completing passes and getting people in the state of have fun playing and be excited about 
touchdowns. Wisconsin can identify it.” ; 

However, more than that is neces- ‘. ” Alvarez certainly has the neces- 
sary to kill the loyalty of tenacious with and be P roud of. sary resume to fulfill his number one 
Badger fans. Other problems fed the goal. A native of Burgettstown, Penn- 
fire: the infamous dismantling of the With Alvarez comes a feeling of sylvania, Alvarez came to Wisconsin 
student section coupled with a boost in renewed excitement. After just over after three successful seasons as a 
the legal drinking age; the unfortunate six months on the practice fields and coach under Lou Holtz at the Univer- 
timing of a new football facility that around the football offices with the sity of Notre Dame. He first joined the 
cost millions while the athletic depart- Badgers’ new coaches, Alvarez and his Notre Dame staff in March of 1987 as 

ment was mired in debt; NCAA viola- high-powered staff have already made outside linebacker coach and was 
tion investigations; rumors of unhappy a profound impact on the program. quickly promoted to defensive coordi- 
players; a $10 tuition increase to help There is a sense of eagerness and opti- nator and inside linebacker coach for 
the athletic department; and even an mism among both the coaches and the 1988 season. That season the Irish 
attempt to ban the “Bud Song.” These players. went on to attain the No. 1 ranking in 
problems, along with three years of Throughout his initial spring prac- the final national polls with a 12-0 rec- 
terrible football, started to turn fans off tice session, coach Alvarez was botha ord. Last year, Alvarez served as assis- 

in droves. teacher and a student. He worked his tant coach as well as defensive coordi- 
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' _ _ . of those lettermen - eight on each side in here and I think this will be a tough 

-— ££ “ of the ball - were starters in the 1989 place to play again. You can’t beat a 
— | i |_| finale against Michigan State. home field advantage and that’s what I 
oe i ee oo Several notable developments anticipate us having.” 

CU a — — ~~ _| have taken place under the new coach- So to borrow from Bob Dylan, “Oh 
| ~~ ~_| ing regime. At quarterback, Tony the times, they are a-changin’.” Let’s 

Aw - Lowery returns after missing the 1989 give Coach Alvarez, his staff, and the 
— fof o a fe campaign. Lowery, who led the Badg- players the support they deserve. The 

i es ae a — ers in passing in 1987 and 1988, came phones are ringing so get your tickets 
CC —aL hl _ ; be | back strong last spring and emerged as now, and GET THE RED OUT! lll 

— the team’s clear-cut No. 1 signal-caller 

é ae heading into the fall: Quarterback Editor's Note: As of press time, the Badgers have 

% >” Lionell Crawford has been moved to played their three non-conference games with a 
cs wide receiver and figures to provide loss to California-Berkely, a big win over Ball 

OO the 1990 Badgers with a bona fide of- State, and a heart-breaking loss to Temple. The 
C2 Ld fensive threat. Rafael Robinson, a let- fans are still excited. Cup fights are under control. 

OC terman monsterback, which is a posi- And the team looks much improved. 
— tion very similar to defensive safety, 

Badger football coach Barry Alvarez is has switched to his originally recruited 
creating a "whole new animal". running back and returns to that posi- —— AUTHOR ——$— 
—_—__SSSSSSSSSSSSSCttion with a fresh outlook and a new 

confidence. Robinson was a standout John Rooyakkers graduated in August 
nator while Notre Dame attained a No. all spring long and heads into the fall 1990 with a BS in mechanical engineer- 

2 national ranking and finished 14th in as the team’s No. 1 ball carrier. ing. John wanted to make sure everyone 

both rushing defense and total defense. Also, Wisconsin’s kicking game knew that his favorite ice cream is 

From 1979-86, Alvarez served as shapes up on a solid note with chocolate chip. 
an assistant coach at the University of the return of last season’s 

Iowa with Hayden Frye. Alvarez leading scorer in placekicker scsi Sane sae 
coached in six post-season bowls at Rich Thompson and No. 1 ae —cmeeaeemmumummmmnncnncecmnnnss sai 
Iowa, including the 1982 and 1986 Rose punter in Brad Brekke. i oe = cegtrorremsemtd ccm 

Bowl games. . “We play our first four 2 : cma * ert eae . a a en 
Fortunately, Alvarez will not have games in Camp Randall,” says = ie a e_ 

to build the Wisconsin program from Alvarez. “I'm excited about it " re - La ee 8 

scratch. This fall he will greet 39 re- because I think sense’a feel- aN se ‘. ’ _ 

turning Badger football lettermen - 21 ing of excitement in the state. = a - = 
on offense and 18 on defense. Sixteen I think we'll put people back ia - ar ® - 2 _— 

1990 Badger Football Schedule ee J ia; Ue 
_—-~ i V. 7 

September 8 California Golden Bears (H) ‘fs > a ee ea x ‘ 

September 15 Ball State Cardinals (H) Band Day been ry " co. 2 ae 
September 22 Temple Owls (H) yy hw 
October6 Michigan Wolverines (H) = 4 5 | C. U > = 
October 13 at lowa Hawkeyes A) a a ‘iii 
October 20 at Northwestern Wildcats (A) a q S 

October 27 Illinois Fighting Illini (H) Homecoming th _, 
November3 Minnesota Golden Gophers (H) Parents’ Day : ‘eS . , 
November 10 at Indiana Hoosiers A) renee = = . = 
November 17 Ohio State Buckeyes (H) W-Club Day a ed _ 
November 24 at Michigan State Spartans = (A) [a & Os > ; 

All 1990 Wisconsin home football games will kickoff at 1:05 pm. Football players and mechanical engineering majors 
(times subject to change with television scheduling) Dan Batsch, Fred Owens, and Don Davey 
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NW) Jabo knows crew. IVA 
ORS N 

ee) 

VERY : 

SS (ee \@ 
Everyone has probably heard it a Eight captured its second na- = a 7 rs bree SANS SS % 

hundred times: BO KNOWS FOOTBALL. _ tional crew championship - the 1990 ~~ wi) cia 
This year, in trying to promote a rejuve- Herschede Cup - on June 16th at the Ke Nt Le) 
nated football program, the athletic de- Cincinnati Regatta. The Badgers cap- — & : K 

partment is borrowing the same jingle, tured their first national championship in NG wa 
only their version claims: BARRY 1986, but haven’t been able to taste the ward aN CS ‘ 
KNOWS FOOTBALL. same victory in the last three years. 90°F, Wis- Bos ON, ME a iN e 

Well, JABO KNOWS CREW, but “We've always been bridesmaids, consin Ms, ~ a %, ee 

how many of you have even heard of essentially,” Wisconsin senior Pat Wolf crushed mighty ON — F 

Jabo? For those less informed, Randy said. “For me and the five seniorsinthe | Harvard, finishing an A ; ay so 
Jablonic (Jabo, as he is called) isthe head _ boat, it’s great because we finally were awesome 4.34 seconds (al- t,o 
coach of the 111-year old (that’s older most 60 feet) ahead of them. uy * ke 
than UW football) Badger rowing pro- a Wisconsin came off the line L 5 ™., 
gram. And he’s been doing it for 22 You can get me wet any quickly in the straight 2000 meter 

years. - race, and was leading at the halfwa’ : 

The Wisconsin men’s rowing pro- day of the week with a point. But with only 600 meters lef, all 
gram consists of nine separate competi- championship like this." five crews were tight. That’s when cox- 
tive crews which are based on how many) ——————$_____________ 

swain Mark Sniderman called for a Rude 
members are in the boat and if a cox- Red 20, and the Badgers pulled ahead for 
swain (stroke signal caller) is present. able to win. Personally, it’s just incredi- good. In a Rude Red 20, the team tries 
Currently, the Badgers race a Freshman bly exciting.” for heightened velocity by concentrating 
Eight, a Freshman Four with coxswain, a Winning required outrowing heavily _ on putting all of the strength and syn- 

JV Eight, a Varsity Four with and with- favored Harvard. The Harvard Crimson chronicity possible into each stroke. 
out coxswain, a Varsity Pair without cox- _ must be the bride Wolf was referring to. “We expected to be down half a 
swain, an Open Four (any combination) The Crimson had won the Varsity Eight length at the thousand (meter mark), and 

with coxswain, and two Varsity Eight title at the previous three Cincinnati Re- then take our big push at the 800, which 
boats, both with coxswains. gattas, and five of eight national cham- we usually do,” said Wolf. “We were set 

The best Varsity boat races at all events pionships since its inception in 1982. for a dogfight in the last 500. We weren't 
and represents the fastest Badger crew. But not this time; it was the Badger’s _ expecting to be out like we were. 

If you don’t know Jabo, you proba- turn. On Harsha Lake in a five-boat “It felt really good the whole race,” 

bly don’t know that the Badger Varsity field, as the temperatures climbed to- Wolf said. “We got into some good 
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“ We : 4 “i +4. et _ f 7 

in OE lw. ae dm kk vee 
mee iw T We Ww oe \ [fy Engineering Oars 

~~ . ] ( 3 | a / The College of Engineering was 

a od 7 | jaws i a a J _ well represented at the championship, 

a 2 ha re y __|_ with three rowers in the Varsity Eight. 

—— G7” f° £" as P ___ | Oarsmen Jim Almquist and Dean 
2 f f¥ : LZ ; ) a | =~ “a __| Olson are seniors in engineering 

Be yee ‘ v | 4 ' mechanics, while oarsman Matt Dahl 
eee ~* a we? : : ; : ae — _| isa senior in civil and environmental 

- — ' Di . ss aif * La : mes | engineering. 

4 Bm Ne, ~ > 4. Asked why he joined crew, 
e He 4 y) a - Almquist says, “I knew I wanted to be 
a a? , zs ; : in some kind of sport in college, and I 

* < y , 7, » | Ls “ a wanted to do something ae I tried 

: ai / out for crew and found out I liked it, 

er ee that’s all.” 

Wisconsin's 1990 varsity eight. Kneeling, Coxswain Mark Sniderman and Coach Randy 

Jablonic. Standing, left to right, stroke Fitz Dunn, 7-captain Todd Hinrichs, 6-Patrick 
a Wolf, 5-Jim Almquist, 4-Matthew Dahl, 3-Dean Olson, 2-Paul Stevens, and 

aN LT bow Nicholas Donovan, Photo courtesy of Sports, News, and Information 

, Dre It’s remarkable that we have a na- nati, and Jablonic was more than willing 

2 Sy Ly, we tional champion in crew, consid- when his crew threw him in the lake for 

FN $ 2 UBM vy, mi ering the three practice the traditional dunking of the coach. 
Ye, ia lakes - Men- “You can get me all wet any day of the 

G. dota, week with a championship like this,” he 

SS ny Se \ NN. \. ~~ ae Monona, said. | ; 

YY ty ! Men NR SO Han fo and Win- “We did what we planned to do and 

34 \y SNS ‘ gra - are nobody went with us,” Jablonic said. 
= * ™y ) sy vy frozen for five months of the year. “That was what was stunning for us. We 

: ~ ‘ ~ OTN * But that’s where Jabo comes in. Jabo made our moves and nobody came with 

* s has devised a creative training sched- _us, so we rode away with it.” 

>) ule for the winter months that he The rest of the field finished in this 

y a . changes in order to keep it interesting. order: UCLA third, Syracuse fourth, and 

. nd Does this sound interesting to you? Washington fifth. 

= \o eee. 2 Rope runs - you and the rest of the team Congratulations to the 1990 Men’s 
¥ . ae * é (about 50 people) hang onto a rope and Collegiate Crew Champions! WI 

fo trudge through waist-high snow across 
SS . frozen Lake Mendota. Deer tails - for one 

SS > “sy. of to three minutes without pause, what- ——— 

SS “\ ever Jabo feels is appropriate, you jump —— AUTHOR ——————— 

rhythm off the start. ~ ‘ high enough to touch a sock which hangs John Rooyakkers graduated in August 

With 700 meters to go, I felt Me nine feet from the boathouse floor. Hour 44, a BS in mechanical engineering. 

that nobody was going to catch of Power - 60 minutes of running up and The wisconsin engineer wishes John luck 

us. I was waiting for Washington or down the steps of Camp Randall Sta- in his future as an engineer and thanks 

Harvard to make a big push, and when dium while coach plays polkas on his him for his contributions to the maga- 

that didn’t happen, we had it locked boom box. vine! 

up.” All the hard work paid off in Cincin- | ———___________. 
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FASCINATING ENGINEERS 

This spotlight on Fascinating Engineers is just a sampling of the diverse talent found on the UW- 
Madison engineering campus. In the search for fascinating engineers, the Wisconsin Engineer asked stu- 
dents and faculty for nominations of engineering students with exciting or unusual interests and experi- 
ences. We found unique talents and attitudes in all disciplines. Though the final decisions were difficult 
to make, we feel this collection of articles represents a diverse and ambitious group of students who may 
easily disprove the stereotypical view of an engineer. 

From sailing instructor to moon gardener, from skydiving to marathon racing, from volunteer tutoring 
to national racing competitions, and from homecoming court stars to crew team members, these engineers 
are out there. They are in your classes, taking lecture notes, solving homework problems, and writing 

midterm exams right beside you. But outside of those classes, they each seem to find a little extra time to 
spend on things they enjoy. Read on and decide for yourself. 

Kimberly Fish 

ME 4 : 

~ nesota-Minneapolis where she was a theater major. A theater 
“Prince is ' 4 professor at the University told Kim about auditions for Back to 

very humble... a “ School. She landed a part and ended up filming the movie dur- 
andanawesome | _ ing final exams. “I remember taking my books to the set and 
dancer,” reveals | — "= studying when we weren't shooting. We stayed on the set all 

Kimberly Fish, a a — - 2 day long,” she recalls. 
senior in me- - i. a Personal Foul, a story about a high school basketball player, 
chanical engi- Ge ae is Kim’s most recent movie, which she appeared in three years 

neering who has q _ ago while co-oping in Illinois. 
appeared in ’ 7 a: Despite the fact that Kim began her college career as a thea- 
Purple Rain and Ae ad 4 ter major at the University of MinnesotaMinneapolis, she 
other major q . _ changed to engineering and transferred to the University of 
movies includ- _ | Wisconsin-Madison after only one year of study. She explains, 
ing Back to School de -. : “1 wanted to keep theater as a hobby and I feared if I chose it as 

and Personal ae & a career I would lose my creativity. And, I yearned for the sci- 
Foul. In Purple _ ence and math... I needed something more.” Why engineering? 

Rain, Kim aa “Because I wanted to know how and why everything works the 
played a fill-in Kimberly Fish has acted as an extra in many way it works, and mechanical engineering was the most versa- 

dancer, an extra, Hollywood films. tile for me. I love the challenges of math and science,” says 
and a half of a =~ F*Kim:! 
fantasy couple. She played a sorority girl and an extra in Back Kim will be graduating in December of 1990 after five 
to School, and in Personal Foul, she served as a production assis- years of school here at Madison and five terms of co-oping. 

tant and an extra. She’s worked in areas from plant engineering and product engi- 

“I had to be very assertive and persistent,” says Kim of ob- _neering to technical writing, sales, and market engineering. 
taining these roles. During her freshman year, she heard about “My favorite work term was with GE Motors in technical sales 

openings in Purple Rain while attending the University of Min- _ in their industrial marketing department,” notes Kim of her co- 
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Anne-Laurie Capelli a a =| 

oe ee 

Anne-Laurie Capelli, 22, feels that there are fewer women fo ste 

in engineering because they are threatened by the fact that it is 3 e 7 7 
difficult to pursue. Currently a senior in metallurgical engi- oo a es 
neering, Anne has been encouraged during her academic career se 

by the fact that women are minorities in engineering. Thus, it is poo 

not surprising that she is an active member of the Society of e yy 
Women Engineers (SWE). / } +e 

The 101 pound, 4’10" Kenoshan has found many ways to a7, pee y 
alleviate the stresses of engineering life. For example, she VS KF ag 
served as the coxswain for the UW crew team where she was ABR 
named Senior Co-captain. For those who are less informed, a Anne-Laurie, right, celebrates a crew victory with a teammate. 

coxswain is responsible for steering the boat and advising the SS 

crew as to the position of the other competing boats. The cox- dealing with solid and hazardous wastes. There she conducted 
swain also helps in motivating the crew. Anne admits that her _ surveys with autodealers to determine how much hazardous 
duties as coxswain involved much more mental work than output was being produced. “It was very challenging,” reflects 
physical work. Anne. 

After spending three chaotic years in General Engineering, While eating pasta and listening to the music of the Italian 
Anne finally opted for metallurgical engineering after taking a _ singer, Anna Oxa, Anne contemplates the future. She hopes to 
material science course. Since then she has comea long wayin _ earn a graduate degree in engineering and eventually find a 
that area, having joined the American Foundrymen Society management position in the metallurgy industry. O 
(AFS) and worked at the UW Foundry with Professor Bradley. - by Monis Ur-Rahmaan 

Anne has also worked at the Department of Natural Resources 

op experience. Marketing and technical sales are the type of aA 
work she'd prefer after graduation, and she'd like to be in- e 
volved in an international industrial market. ad 

When she’s not engineering, Kim’s two favorite activities a a Ve Py enn : 

are playwriting and skydiving. She has already written two of Y of ae 
plays, Guardian of Secrets and Inside the Outside, the latter of ei ie i Ke 
which she soon hopes to get published. Providing a brief de- 4 a OO 
scription for Inside the Outside, Kim explains, “It’s about how aw” . “ 1 y 

people only see what they want to see and hear what they want a Sy SS | : 
to hear, and once they see and hear they still believe what they rt pf 
want to believe. I express this attitude through a family situ- pone) 
ation.” These plays are stepping stones for Kim’s ultimate goal ‘ 5 
of writing and directing her own movie. ee do jurtlier Alon Jey chills 

Kim is president and co-founder of the student engineering ng 

group, Additional Engineering Opportunities, which isa group —_ enthusiasm and I’m very inquisitive by nature... And, I live by 
for engineering students who want to utilize their engineering ‘Once you’re dead, you're dead for a long time, so do as much 
degrees in areas outside research or design. The group brings as you can while you're alive!” 
in speakers to familiarize members with the other opportunities A native of Hibbing, a small iron-mining town in northern 
engineering can offer, such as law, medicine, business, and Minnesota, Kim enjoys biking, camping, canoeing, fishing, and 
technical sales. The group was started in February of 1989. dancing with friends. She affirms, “I like to do something new 
Kim has also been active as an officer in the Society of Women all the time.” Her music interests encompass several areas from 
Engineers, a Wisconsin Student Association Senator, a math house music (dance mix) and jazz to blues and classical. Her 

tutor, and a National Representative for the Multiple Sclerosis favorite foods are crab legs, Italian and Chinese foods, but she 
Society. laughs and says, “I think I was put on this earth to eat ice 

When asked why she would consider herself a fascinating cream...Kemp’s Lite Chocolate Chip.” O 
engineer, Kim responds, “Because I have a lot of energy and - by Nancy Hromadka 
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Russell Grimm l |(|ffF* | 

“This spring, as soon as the water broke open, I put on my _| aisnNEGE REE FF if 
wetsuit and went for it, “ says Russell Grimm, referring to his SS eee i I ib 
favorite summer sport of windsurfing. This chemical engineer ae SCL oo pee 
loves adventure and all kinds of outdoor sports, from canoeing, ree poe 4 9 {Oo fe 
camping and biking to swimming, sailing and waterskiing. He ew 4 a aa Lf 
explains, “Without trying to sacrifice academics, I try to get in- 4 N D Pose /. 2 4 fee at 
volved with as many different things as possible outside the e 2 | e,- 8 /2-, . paces 
engineering curriculum.” = 2 An? 2 OS CO 

Russell received his B.S. degree in chemical engineering ae ————— i a a ——— 
from UW-Madison this August and is remaining here at the uni-_| == Se _ = ane —— 
versity to earn his master’s degree in environmental engineer- oo es ot : : is 

ing. At age 24, Russell is already earned his second under- ———— st 
graduate degree. His first was a B.A. in biology from Grinnell ee 2 ——_ 
College in Iowa. He says, “I came into engineering in a round- . y wa . 
about way with a liberal arts degree. I think it gives mea differ- | _ ck 

ent perspective.” - - 
When he first started school, Russell recalls, “I knew I was Russel Grimm, a senior in chemical engineering, displays his wind 

going into a technical field, a science, but I didn’t know which. surfing talents. 

During my junior year at Grinnell I decided on engineering. I 
liked solving problems and creating things. In engineering you 

create something of value. Engineering gives you a chance to involved reproducing wheat plants from tissue instead of from 
use your science aptitude in a professional setting and havea plant seeds. According to Russell, NASA liked this project so 

chance for a good career.” much that they decided to continue it after Russell and his stu- 
Because of Russell’s combined science and engineering dents left. 

background, he was chosen as a summer intern supervisor for Project number three, the light delivery system, used a 

NASA last year at the Kennedy Space Center in Cocoa Beach, light pipe with internal reflection as a solar growth chamber. 
Florida. He learned about NASA's Space Life Sciences Training — The experiment tested the quality and quantity of light trans- 
Program (SLSTP) while working in the horticulture department mission. 

of Biotron here at the UW. The fourth project dealt with the breakdown of inedible 
While in Florida, Russell worked with the Controlled Eco- portions of plants. Microorganisms were used to turn waste 

logical Life Support Systems (CELS) investigators, learning products of the plant into useable food products. The experi- 
about their research and coming up with a series of research ment focused on converting unuseable cellulose of a plant into 
projects of his own to parallel theirs. After developing these necessary glucose. 

I Russell believes that he really improved his interpersonal 
Because of Russell's combined science and skills during his co-op time in Florida. He says, “It was quite 
engineering background, he was chosen as a - orn down a oe = people. The eel 

: ° nowledge comes and goes, but technical communication an 

summer intern supervisor for NASA. organization are the biggest things I learned.” 
. . . . . . Because of his background and his interest in outdoor 

project ideas and setting up detailed time-lines, equipment sports, Russell is very concerned about the environment. He 
needs and budget proposals, Russell was responsible for lead- states, “There are a lot of trends and exploitation that are occur- 
ing 36 nationally selected undergraduate student interns ring now in the world that have to be corrected - rainforests, 
through the research and experimentation of these projects over greenhouse effects, toxic and nuclear waste accumulation , and 

a six-week period. — . ; landfills. Things have been out of balance for a long time and 
__ Russell supervised four projects for NASA. The first wasa they need to be straightened out. I’m confident that technology 

microgravity nutrient delivery system. Suction, tubes, and liq- _can right the situation... Since I do like the outdoors, I feel 
uid nutrients were used to grow wheat plants without soil or strongly about that.” 

gravity. For the experiment, wheat seeds were depositied in Who does Russell look up to? He smiles and says, “Arnold 
slits along a flexible tube. Varying amounts of suction were Schwarzenegger, because he’s a self-sufficient guy. He's a mil- 

used to pull a thin liquid film of nutrients along the outside of lionaire in real estate and a former Mr. Olympia winner. He 
the tube. As the plants grew, their roots simply encircled the has accomplished a lot in many areas and is more multidimen- 

tube, taking nutrients from the liquid film. sional than most people think.” 
Russell’s second project concentrated on the micropropaga- - by Nancy Hromadka 

tion of wheat. This experiment, which was Russell's favorite, 
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Jennifer Meinz wee 

ChE 3 : iit. 
: i ‘ é ‘ 

“You would totally forget that you were in college. It was ro “hs 

a different world with the little kids... It was a good way to start : pS n 

the week,” remembers Jennifer Meinz, a junior in chemical en- ‘ GF - 4 ‘ “ 

gineering at UW-Madison and a religious education teacher at ' - 

St. James Catholic Church in Madison. During the school year, << | : : 

every Monday night, Jen and a friend ventured off campus to se a 

the nearby St. James Church to share their understanding of the y " > 
Catholic faith with a class of third graders. | ’ — | Vee 

Besides sharing her religious knowledge, Jen also finds ae / Aji Rae | | | Pam ce 

time to share her engineering and computer knowledge. As 4 a oC Ce 7 4 . | + fe 

Girl Scout Outreach Programmer for the Society of Women En- ye t ~~ rss - ee 
gineers, Jen put together a computer skills workshop to help ce a . 3 — - , Oe = 

area Girl Scouts earn their computer badges. The workshop oe ——_ _ [ee 

teaches the girls about computers, exposes them to the BASIC Ve. 8 F st 8 i ee 

programming language, shows them how to count in binary ee kh 
with a ‘Granny’s apples in a basket’ concept, and entertains the = ; 
girls with a graphics presentation. Jen also tutors students in Jennifer Meinz is a junior in chemical engineering. 

first semester calculus through Guts/Hash Tutorial. a 

Jen doesn’t spend quite all her time teaching others, reer,” says Jen, who plans to earn a master’s degree in chemical 
though. She manages to squeeze in a couple hours for her own _ engineering, work in manufacturing somewhere in the mid- 
classes. Her favorite course here at the university was History of _ west, and raise of family of her own someday. O 

Science. She notes, “It had a lot to do with astronomy, which I - by Nancy Hromadka 

enjoy. The class paralleled the history of science with astron- 

omy. It was interesting to see where everything originated and & > i LS Le. LD 

how it started out as a ohifoagehy- Religion and society played Ge - pe) 

an important role.” \ 2oflz- < G 
Jen seems to enjoy history in general, for one of her favorite a S31 = by 

authors is James Michener, whose novels she describes as hav- VALUABLE CASH CERTIFICATE @ 23 eS py 

ing fiction, romance and adventure intermixed with an abun- » eS Ee A 

dance of historical information. She recommends Michener’s ee Saye IN 

novel Space to anyone with similar interests. GG SF 3 o - Zp 

Although Jen’s flawless grade point average would never 4 ae 2 Es S x3 71 MK 

reveal it, there were some classes she found more difficult than Ae Z 2 pigizer’ 42 Fas, 

others. She cites her worst class as Physics 202. “I hate circuits. Dinners \¢ Bi 3 2 3? ge 3 $2 z Ez ay 

Electricity does not light up my life.” she says with a laugh. Sandysehes Bie 1 ae 5 8 8 Fa c 
Chemistry, however, is more to Jen’s liking. She recalls, “I Pizza & Bee eB ° BE x > 8 *) 

spent two summers working in a chemistry lab for Wisconsin ANB G@s|E 3 7B n 3 ys 

Public Service, a utility in Green Bay. I worked in an environ- overages s ze 2 iN or 3 k AGY 
mental lab where they tested coal and water samples for sulfur, Free Popcorn A/S) g 2 J hice i s & aah 

ash, and energy content... I liked water chemistry the best. It Much More ale i AN (oR ZeQ sy 

was a lot of fun determining elements and the other properties b 3 fm GO F 2 a = G 

of water. It was very practical in terms of analytic chemistry.” he g\Fe ee J Sia, 

This summer Jen is working for Procter and Gamble in her Gy a a5 > tom =) 
home town of Green Bay. She is a student intern working in the ae Z , a ie 3 < 

Raw Materials Department. Her work involves paper chemis- a B)Fs 2 2EIC 28) 

try and developing and running bench scale tests of treated wa- 4 und R \( als 28 = ae Piz 

ter systems and recycled fibers. She is also a project manager <> Ney alrz a ge rd nee 
coordinating the design, structure and set-up of an acid transfer & G a as ~ Bs YQ Sy 

system. Ge . 2 yp 

Jen owes a lot of her drive and determination to her par- yy 2 Zane =O . ! 

ents. She says, “I have a lot of respect for my parents.” An- a FE — S28 3 3 \ 

other person Jen admires is her neighbor, Deb Bienert. “She’s e Ke earll2 by 

an engineer and has two kids. She’s really a neat person, and I 1421 Regent Street » : ae il eos \ C 

use her as my role model for raising a family and having a ca- 257-2187 Come a ral FEN) 
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Phil Lenius are FOE =" . 7 

ME Grad . wie fA 

. Ld Q 

After seven and a half years, Philip Lenius is leaving Madi- | . 

son for a job with Ford Motor Company in Detroit, Michigan. & 4 Ne ° ] bet 
There he will be working in the Specialty Cars Division of the ( > ok. - 

Car Program Development Section. He will deal with the  . 
prototype and development of the Thunderbird, Cougar and Fa ( oo) 
Mark-7. Basically, he will be in charge of the whole car, from | 
future time scales and assembly line aspects to changes made yy Y) 
up to five years in the past. Phil is leaving Madison with a . r X 
bachelor’s and a master’s degree in mechanical engineering. 4 . i] »< 

Originally from the Lake Michigan town of Sturgeon Bay, " | on pe 
Wisconsin, Phil says he came to Madison for two main reasons. a H 

“One, because it was a very respected school for the money and a ™ / 
two, because of the band.” Phil tried out for the UW Marching my 
Band in the Fall of 1983 during his freshman year. He recalls, ke ee ‘ 
“There were 15 guys trying out for one alternate position on the BLS ma “, 

snare-line. I could march well, but my technical playing wasn’t ; . _ ; 

as good as one of the other guys. I really cade be in the Phil Lenius shows his pride about the UW Marching Band. 
band, no matter what | played, so 1 switched tothe basedrum.” || ————__________ 

“The base drum is not technical like the snare, but you have 
a lot more responsibility. You’re Mike’s right-hand man. You It’s almost a frat of its own. We're very protective of our own. 

get yelled at a lot, but if you do your job well you get a lot of That goes for alumni too. It’s amazing - there are alumni band 
respect. It’s more of a leadership position. It was a lot of fun,” groups all over. Ata big university, you can get lost, but com- 

he comments. Phil was with the band for seven years total, ing in and being in band is great!” 
marching for five years, and serving as Field Assistant for two. Phil’s research area for his master’s degree was computer 
As Field Assistant, his responsibilities included running prac- modeling using finite elements. During his years of study at 

tices when the director, Michael Leckrone, was not present, an-_ the UW, he worked as a lab assistant in the Engine Research 
swering questions, chaperoning on road trips, directing the Center, a Research Assistant at the SEMATECH Center for X- 
band, helping with the charts, and handling miscellaneous ray Lithography (CXrL) and a Teaching Assistant for a me- 

problems. Describing his experience as Field Assistant, Phil chanical engineering class called Advanced Vibrations of Mechani- 
says, “I was able to enjoy the fun of band without quite the time —_ cal Components. 

commitment, and I was able to be in a different role.” For two summers during his undergraduate work, Phil 

He continues, “The best part of it is, once you join band, worked for an engineering firm in Sturgeon Bay, assisting in the 
you basically have 250 friends you can call on for help or fun. design of hydraulic steering systems, performing structural cal- 

er * ys 

@ One block from the eo oF .* Ct _ |. 
University campus, _ eek _ 

State Street Mall “a e|OCOLY “ 
. . @ Reasonable Rates ete | Fl _ 

University e Continental Breakfast - | i _ 

on 

Stefanees [yn 441 N. Frances Street Madison, WI 53703 (608) 257-4881 
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A oS we. SS ae ri wid yi ; av * a 

culations, creating working drawings and sketches, and calcu- oe = - Es Tat oe al 
lating weights of structural assemblies. \ es 4 , x \ olan | ita ca tra 

During his free time, Phil says, “I try to do almost every- Yrs. 7 (Th be yl a 
thing, a lot of sports - sailing, wind-surfing, scuba diving, wa- ‘ ‘4 ya eS | aw a9 ts 
ter-skiing, down-hill skiing, softball, fishing, basketball, volley- _ = — eS. ‘ ie! 
ball, and hunting.” He thinks one of his favorite sports is tele- 5 , -,.- oN 
marking or mountaineering, which is “a cross between down- S | | | | gf . 

hill skiing and cross-country skiing. I was bored with down- : { a « \ a 
hill skiing, so I took up telemarking which is harder than down- eo y paar a ww , 

hill.” Phil has been telemarking for 20 years. 5 s ( = — os 

Enjoying the summer sunshine and the beauty of Lake q 7 |] y 

Michigan, Phil also worked as a sailing instructor for two sum- io far ae 

mers in Sturgeon Bay. He ran a sailing program for ages nine ee | D4 FURS _ NS 
to adult, teaching everything from basic sailing techniques to | - se Mes i 
Olympic racing tactics. “It was a lot of fun, good pay, good Pp oe le q yi i | 

hours, and outside,” recalls Phil happily. Someday, he’d like to .° SOSm i yo? Ae i 

sail around the world. “That’d be a kick. Id like that,” he says | A) Gy Bea : : 
with a laugh, “It would be hard to get enough vacation to do ‘ ‘a ‘ , = ee 
that though.” This summer Phil is going to Alaska to backpack ON : . A co 
in the Kenai Peninsula and the Denali National Wilderness ( ( \ ee | 4 —— 
(where Mt. McKinley is located) with some of his old room- -_ 

mates. : be 

Phil credits a lot of who he is to the town he grew up in, = 4 : y ae 

citing his love of water sports, his fondness of fresh salmon, a Be” | \ y ero 

and his choice of engineering as a career, saying, “My father q | ' iy ib 47 as on 
was a mechanical engineer, and the city I grew up in had boat ™'*, \ fos Ch Ba 
building and a lot of structural stuff... Engineering is the way I . . = _ 
like doing things. I like challenges, physical and mental. En- — _ 

gineering is a challenge to create something better or new. It’s [eee | 
trying to be creative.” | : “ 

Looking back on his years at Madison, Phil expresses his ona oes 

philosophy for survival, “You have to keep your nose to the ee os 

grindstone and work hard, but don’t work all the time. Be sure ae 

you set some time aside to have fun. You can’t work 24 hours a One of Phil's talents is drumming in awkward positions. 

day. You don’t survive that way.” 0 
- by Nancy Hromadka 

Kurt Thomas 

ME 4 

: : - Imagine sitting behind the wheel of a 1956 Chevrolet 
: pial i ee a) anxiously waiting to push your 327 engine to its maximum 

sai ke | capabilities at Union Grove Dragstrip in Union Grove, Wiscon- 

nla eee a sin. A split second after getting the green light you punch it so 
s= =. —- a ee le hard that not only do your tires light up but you pick up the 

eae el Ld a 7) 7 | front end of the car about a foot and a tal, Things happen 

a Sa ak quickly and surroundings move fast as you complete the quar- 
or ae ‘ = || | ter mile in a mere 11.7 seconds. Is this the makings of a fasci- 

aoe ; © | nating engineer? Maybe. 
SS a ee Now imagine following the mechanical engineering cir- 
eee ee _| riculum while also trying to help support a family with a part 

nee fe —s ae _ | time job. Could this be the makings of a fascinating engineer? 
Fennec » = | Certainly. 

Kurt Thomas sits with his newly rebuilt engine. (See Kurt Thomas on followsns page) 
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Farah Merchant >: ] 

ChE 3 — } 

“So few people know that caffeine deprives the body of cal- |F 4 ; me we ’ 
cium,” argues Farah Merchant, trying to explain the Science . « ee és 

Fair project she won second place for. After graduating from S  -- 
Brookfield Central, Farah came to Madison asa Pharmacy ma- || se 
jor because of her love for chemistry. Soon bored with theoreti- — A f 

cal garbage, Farah switched to chemical engineering where she al Pe 
was fascinated by practical applications. “eg 

Farah’s extra-curricular activities range from serving as a q 4 
member on the Multicultural Council (MCC) to exploring new Pe 
levels of the arcade game, Tetris. Her involvement with the ae 

Asian American Student Union (AASU) was responsible for her « 
election as one of the two Asian American members of the x 
MCC. The MCC consists of 10 office holders, two from each of ae 
the five minority groups. It recieves $100,000 every year from ; ‘ 
the university to allocate as funding for campus minority pro- . 2 : 
grams. Farah was on the council from October ‘88 to October Oe 2 
’89. ee OMe. a 

In addition to the MCC and AASU, Farah is also an active — —- - 

member of the Pakistani Students Association (PSA) and the Farah Merchant is a junior in chemical engineering. 
Society of Women Engineers (SWE). Farah is a proponent of ————— 

the view that being active in campus life is essential for maxi- environment. She later decided, however, that Exxon is now 

mizing the college experience. more environmentally conscious because of their previous oil 

It is surprising that with all this distraction, Farah still man- _ spills and that they would pose more of a challenge to work for. 

ages to maintain an overall 3.52 grade point average. She has After chemical engineering, Farah is aspiring to get a de- 

been on the Dean’s list for every one of the four semesters that gree in environmental law and eventually work for the Envi- 

she has been at Madison and is a member of the Phi Eta Sigma ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) or some large private cor- 

honor society. poration. “I’m pretty ambitious,” admits Farah. 
This fall Farah will be co-oping with Exxon in Baton Rouge, Orange-custard chocolate-chip is Farah’s favorite flavor in 

Louisiana. She says, “At first I didn’t want to work for Exxon ice cream and she hopes one day to analyze its ingredients to 
because of the damage they’ve done to the Environment.” determine what makes it taste sooo good. 

Farah is doing chemical engineering with an emphasis on the - by Monis Ur - Rahmaan 

(Kurt Thomas continued) Association. The NHRA serves a very important purpose in 

With this in mind, let me introduce Kurt Thomas, a return- _ that it informs drivers of the latest safety regulations required 
ing adult mechanical engineering student, age 31, married for various racing time brackets. For example, drivers like Kurt 

with a one year old son. Kurt and his wife Theresa, along with who run the quarter mile in 11.7 seconds are now required to 

their son Garrett, live on the east side of Madison approxi- wear a fire suit when racing. 
mately seven miles from campus. Quick to make it clear that Kurt is currently employed at Nicolet Instruments working 
living off campus has its disadvantages, Kurt says, “I get plenty with other mechanical engineers designing and building spec- 

of parking tickets, and at $10 a crack I probably average $30 trometers. He has also worked on conducting vibration tests on 
dollars a week in fines.” various material samples at Nicolet. Some of his past jobs in- 

If it is not already obvious, Kurt’s hobbies include building clude working as a machinist for both Ohmeda and Marquip as 

and racing small and big-block Chevrolet engines. Although he well as some drafting and design work at Sussex Machine. He 

currently does not race, he continues to build racing engines for _ Says that although his past jobs were not related to the automo- 
friends. As to why he stopped racing, Kurt explains, “It just tive industry, “An automotive career would not be out of the 

basically got too expensive, it adds up buying new parts and question.” 
replacing broken ones.” His 1956 Chevrolet, which he recently To other mechanical engineering students it may come as 
sold to concentrate his efforts on restoring his rare 1968 SS-RS no suprise that his least favorite class was ECE 372 Electric Cir- 
396 Camaro, consistently dominated the 1955-1957 bracket at cuits. On the other hand, his favorite, and most difficult classes 

the dragstrip in Union Grove. When asked whether he had any have been ME 361 Thermodynamics I and EM 202 Dynamics. 
other hobbies Kurt replies, “It would have to be taking my son When asked how he manages to concentrate on classes in 

to Dairy Queen.” addition to his family he responds, “My wife. Without her sup- 

In addition to receiving an associate degree from MATC in _ port it would definitely be a lot more difficult.” 
automotive technology, he belongs to the National Hot Rod - by Dan Grellinger 
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Scott Greene ‘ 

ECE P wee » 
“5 6 - — ] tio wad ded fo) 
ae VO. Of ee 
i ae ae aa 

“Ever since I was five or six years old, I knew I wanted to \ We ae - Ai — We oi Le oe " 

be an engineer, or a scientist or a professional athlete,” says BTOS eae | id . a : 

Scott Greene. The engineer dream seems to have won out, teas ie se | ] el an 4 
probably in more ways than Scott had originally planned. SOT oa Sle ands a 

Already holding a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engi- _— = 

neering from Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, Scott is S ‘ : Senne 

currently enrolled in introductory electrical engineering classes ———— : ao if) 

here at UW-Madison. He is preparing fora master’s degree in ce Zt é As a | A 

electrical engineering. Scott is classified as a special student sy ey a 

and has one more semester of undergraduate classes to com- . iP . PIN een. 

plete before he begins work on his advanced degree. ey ra P gy me 
Although he has worked for several years as a mechanical 4 , ——— 

engineer, Scott says he decided long ago that electrical engi- L | | ite a — 

neering was the field for him. He notes, “I took electrical cir- — ~ ce 

cuits during my junior year at Cornell. It was my favorite class. ey 

That’s when I knew I was in the wrong field. It first started to oe aa 

occur to me that the forefront of technology is in electrical engi- i 

neering. Mechanical engines es still neat and people One Scott Greene, a student in electrical and computer engineering, 
tinue to refine it and make it better, but electrical engineering is Paani aeiion 

changing how we live now compared to how we lived in the TIE 

1800s.” he went to work for General Electric in Bridgeport, Connecticut 

Why did Scott choose to continue his education in Madi- as an application engineer and as an electrical distribution engi- 

son? He explains, “I came to Madison because I wanted a neer. For the first 18 months he went through training and 

change from GE.” When Scott graduated from Cornell in 1984, _ tasted many different aspects of GE and of engineering. 
(continued on following page) 
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FASCINATING ENGINEERS 

(Scott Greene continued) 
Despite his mechanical engineering background, Scott ended the varsity cross-country ski team at Cornell. The team played 
up doing a lot of electrical engineering work. in division one and was one of the top 20 in the country. 

When Scott came to Madison a couple years ago, he started Hockey is another favorite of Scott’s, but he admits, “I 
working for Dries Jacques Associates and then changed to don’t really have any free time. I just consider these things I 
Strand Associates, the company he currently works for. Scott’s have to do. Especially the sports.” Revealing his preference for 
job with Strand involves doing electrical distribution engineer- _ the quiet simple life, Scott affirms, “I’d rather travel to small, 

ing for wastewater treatment plants. When Scott first began out-of-the-way places like Billings, Montana. I don’t want to go 
working for Strand, he was the only electrical/mechanical engi- to Rome.” As proof of this preference, Scott is spending a few 

neer employed at the company which employed mainly civil weeks backpacking in Washington this summer. 
engineers. Last year, when Scott decided to come back to He continues, “I play the guitar and write music. I havea 
school to earn his master’s degree, the company was very sup- _lot of computer stuff to write music.” Scott has a jazz guitar 
portive. “I have good freedom, very flexible. I work when I and specializes in free-form jazz, funk and fusion as opposed to 
want to work and go to school when I want to go to school.” mainstream music. “TI like listening to all sorts of music - the 
Scott works about ten hours a week during the school year. Talking Heads, Grateful Dead, fusion and rap.” 

Scott says he feels differently about school his second time After Scott earns his master’s degree, there are a couple 

around, “As a returning adult student I realize the value of edu- more things he'd like to accomplish. He reveals, “I’ve always 

cation. I want to be a conscientious student. I want to learn.” wanted to join the Peace Corps, and Id like to write a book 

Learning doesn’t take all of Scott’s time, however. He someday.” He also expresses an interest in teaching engineer- 
states, “ [ runa lot. I run everyday with at least an hour to an ing technology courses at a community college or high school. 
hour and a half of training. At most I run 18 miles a day, but I The most strenuous of Scott’s goals is to finish the Hawai- 
average between five and ten.” Scott runs two marathons every ian Iron Man, an athletic event in which the participants swim 

year. three miles, run a marathon and then complete a 100 mile bike 
As for other sports, Scott notes, “In college I competed in race.Q 

cross-country skiing and speed-skating.” Scott competed on - by Nancy Hromadka 

YOUR SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING 
DEGREE GETS A TECHNOLOGICAL 

EDGE WITH AIR FORCE ROTC. 

When you graduate, you can move your scientific or 

engineering career into the realm of lasers, satellites .. . 
(om a whole range of different technologies that your peers 

will never see. 
First step: Air Force ROTC — a bright idea for sharp- 

. minded college students. 
. . You may qualify for two- through four-year scholar- 

ee ships that go a long way toward covering the costs of 
S/S : higher education. Plus, you'll receive $100 each aca- 

. -—_— demic month for living expenses. 
> 2 And when you graduate, your commission as an 

ft ’ t 2 Air Force officer means you can take your professional 
U J sl degree into an environment like no other in the world - 
Y “ “ — with technologies brought to bear on the most impor- 

\/ a7” ‘ i tant job in the world: national defense. 
) If your mind is on science or engineering, give some 

‘i / Ja ; serious thought to Air Force ROTC, now. Call 

P— - ‘ 
4 \ a 

a AFORE 
{eg ecseml el poner eee ana 

a Leadership Excellence Starts Here 
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FASCINATING ENGINEERS 

Leanne Wilks ' Oo” (seg =e s 

a : «1 

As a member of the 1989 Badger Homecoming Court, for- - : si - . 
mer president of Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority, a General Motors va é es Lo et 
Scholar, and a finalist for “Greek Woman of the Year”, senior 4 4 a * ae a 

Leanne Wilks seems to have a few more things to do with her ‘ = : ® 
time than just study mechanical engineering. She says, “I like ce a 3 : 
to be a part of what's going on, and I like to be busy.” a : set —_— ~ . 

As president of her sorority, Leanne was definitely part of “— . ha _ 
the action as she lead a group of 150 girls to a very active and - 2a 2. : “ 

productive year. “Through my sorority we’ve made a lot of : ‘ i We. 
changes. Our chapter was nominated as ‘the most improved ss ; > 

chapter.’ The Greek System is undergoing a lot of changes. I os . i ee 
was a part of the system when some of the initial changes be- : | i" 
gan. I helped get things going, especially within my own chap- . ° 

ter,” says Leanne. 
She explains that her leadership role in the sorority “re- cu 

quired a major time commitment and a lot of organization, but bec 
it also was a fantastic learning experience for me. I really en- . oe 5 a a 
joyed it. And, it gave me fete to be on Homecom- oo ee ES a engineering, was a finalist for 

ing Court this fall.” : 
Members of Leanne's sorority nominated her to represent 

them in the interviewing process for the 1989 UW Homecomin Th S t 
Court. Leanne recalls, “It was the most fascinating experience.” e m ar. 
As a part of court, we did service luncheons and visited hospi- 

tals where we gave out Badger stickers to the kids. It was really Ca r ee f 
fun. It gave mea chance to see how big the campus really is.” 

Leanne has taken several opportunities to see the rest of 
the Madison campus through her involvement in intramural M oO ve 

volleyball, Mortar Board, Pi Tau Sigma, and Tau Beta Pi. Refer- 

ring to Mortar Board, a campus honor society, she notes, “There 

are so many fascinating people. It’s neat to be in a group where e Adventure 

not everyone's an engineer.” e Excellent professional experience 
Along with her numerous outside activities, Leanne still in international arena 

has managed to keep her grade point average above a 3.5 which ini 
helped aa her sorinaton as a GM Scholar. During her junior ° ae hale etn areal cnn 

a : pment 
year of college, Leanne was awarded a full-tuition scholarship * Monthly stinend dical 

and the opportunity to work for two semesters for GM in an en- Ony.$ pel sMeCIe al Care. 
gineering capacity. Last summer she worked in Dayton, Ohio transportation overseas 
in manufacturing. This summer she worked in Milford, Michi- e $5400 post-service payment 
gan at the GM Proving Grounds. Her work this summer in- e Loan deferment/part. forgiveness 
volved applying anti-lock breaks to Asian and European cars. e Eligibility for grad credits/ 

What does Leanne do for herself in her free time? She says, scholarships at many schools 
“I try to run. I’m not very consistent about it, but I try... I like to e 1 year noncompetitive eligibility 

talk to people... I love to travel... I like the beach... 1 go out with for federal jobs 
my friends... I love to rent movies... and I like to cook." Her 
specialty is Mexican pizza. 

-by Nancy Hromadka U.S Peace Corps 

262-1121 

800-328-8282 
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FASCINATING ENGINEERS 

Gregg Ireland 1 - 
ME 4 es a, mo 

mi Ue | TR a ne eZ Pe 

“We've done all this together. The whole sport is really a aati u eR - e ee 
family sport, “ says Gregg Ireland who holds six National Point — \ o : — | 

Championship titles and eight World Championship titles in er Vy we on te 4 
the World Karting Association. Gregg, a senior in mechanical ee 5 ae i . ~~ -- 

engineering here at UW-Madison, loves the excitement of = an en _ A \ 36 a 
zooming around a race track at speeds over 100 miles per hour a” a _———_" tea \ — 
in a small car known as a kart. “ i a he -. _ 

He and his family - his mom, dad, an older brother and a E cS / | y ‘ 
younger brother - have been involved in racing for 12 years. : - % i en 
Gregg explains, “There’s a track in Dousman, just outside of my he te < 1 a ; 
hometown. That’s where we first got into sprint car racing. x A ' a2 oe 
Now we're into enduro racing. It’s a longer distance race, close a ag? - 

to an hour. You lay down in the kart to get better aerodynam- tL - _ . 

Describing the two racing groups, one for ages 12-16, and 

another for 16 and older, with up to 17 different classes based Gregg Ireland holds many titles in the World Karting Association. 
on engine type, size and racer weight, Gregg states, “Anybody 
can get into it. Our family is completely involved init.” Gregg ~~  ————S—S—~CSC<C;«7;]<;7;<S;<;7;<;<;<7;<7;<7;<;<7C;7 OM 
and his two brothers race while his dad takes care of the Gregg likes to win, but it means more to him when there is 
mechanics and helps pay for the sport. Even Gregg’s mom a lot of competition. He shares, “In general, the best races - the 
participates. He says, “She works on the scoring crew and the ones I enjoy the most - are the ones where there is a real close 

registration committee. She loves it. She’s been involved in pack, especially me and my brother. Those are definitely the 
everything we do. That's important to us.” According to most fun.” 
Gregg, the World Karting Association, which sponsors the What about the competition between Gregg and his 
races, is fairly small, and that helps make karting more of a brothers? According to Gregg, his younger brother Todd races 

family sport. in the 12-16 year old group, and his older brother Scott, who 

Karting races are held all across the country, from Florida also happens to have graduated from UW-Madison with an 

to New York to Oklahoma. Gregg has even raced in Canada. engineering degree, races in the same group as Gregg. Gregg 
He claims that one of the best tracks to race on is right here in says, “It’s a big advantage for us to run together. It’s good to 
Wisconsin at Road America in Elkhart Lake. know how to set up the equipment... The drafting helps both 

For a typical race, Gregg and his family usually leave people. Two together can go faster.” 
Thursday afternoon and drive all night to get to the race site. Drafting is a way of lining up two cars, one behind the 

Friday is spent practicing, getting a feel for the track and testing other, in order to reduce wind resistance. It requires practice 
out the equipment. The actual races are held on Saturday and and being able to copy the driving style of the lead car, accord- 
Sunday, and then it’s back on the road to Madison for Gregg ing to Gregg. He explains that when the two brothers are in the 

and to Oconomowoc for his family. lead in a race, they agree that the one who has done the best in 

Although he likes to travel and to see different places, the event throughout the season and has the best chance of 

Gregg admits, “We usually travel during the middle of the winning the championship gets to be the lead car. 
night. For the most part, most trips are just the race.” Of - by Nancy Hromadka 
course, they do occasionally stretch some of the trips out into an 
actual vacation. Gregg says he has spent Christmas in Florida —— A THORS ————————————— 
for the last 12 years because the World Championship race is a 
usually held in Daytona during the last week in December. 

Gregg explains that even though the World Championship . oo, 
sounds more important, the National Point Championship is Nancy Hromadka, magazine co-editor, eat ECE:3. When she 
what actually reflects the greatest racing ability. The National isn't driving the Mac at the magazine office, you can find her at 
Point Championship is determined by points earned by CAE, where she works as a consultant. 
winning races throughout the entire season. The World . . . . 
Championship, although it is the most competitive race, is just Monis Ur-Rahmaan 1S also an ECE-3. He enjoyed working : 
one in the National Point Series. Gregg won the World with the magazine this summer, but not enough to do it again. 

Championship this year. He says there were about 100 karts in . . , , . 

each of the four classes he competed in and that there were a Dan Grellinger, is also an ECE-3. That sa coincidence! Dan is 
total of 1200 entries in the entire race, a new record for the an interesting engineer, too, but he won't tell us why. 
event. OTT TTS I 
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At Amoco, what's good for people is good efficiency and economy. But more impor- 

for business. Consider, for example, our tantly, the new line is so safe it can run 

@ Pipeline Safety and Integrity Initiative—a beneath public places, like this park in 

Pm Sy a $250 million improvement project. Doug Houston, Texas, where children play. When 

¢ j 7 Koskie, civil engineer, was less than a Doug helped create a pipeline people can 

month out of college when he joined a live with, he also gave a jump-start to his 

{ vy Pipeline Initiative project team. His chal- career This was just the first of many oppor- 

> be lenge: design and implement plans to tunities he'll have to make a meaningful 

7 § upgrade 53 miles of outdated oil pipeline contribution to important projects. If 

‘ Through Doug's efforts, we replaced the you've got what it takes to make the world 

] old, multi-pipe system with a 35-mile a better place, you've got a career 

consolidated pipe. It's a breakthrough in at Amoco. 
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You find yourself flying a helicopter at 150 knots just above tation offers the freedom of modify- 
tree level at night. It’s too dark to see. You must rely com- ing the simulator quickly. If the pilot is 
pletely on your instrument panel to fly. Suddenly, an alarm flying an aircraft and wants the airspeed 

ds. A aircraft’s weapon system has just locked indicator where the artificial horizon in- sounds. n enemy Pp y J . dicator is located, the simulation engi- 
onto your helicopter. You have only seconds to decide on the neers modify the simulator so that the 
correct course of action. Will you turn and fight or flee toward _ pilot can fly under this new configura- 
h 2B h hance to decide, a rocket explodes tion. This process will result in a final 
ome: efore Uae Ce U ame xP aircraft which can be flown with maxi- 

right in front of you. You attempt to dive, but another rocket mum efficiency. 
explodes. This time you are hit. Your helicopter spins The final and most cd of 

concept validation simulation is that i out of control toward the ground. poe that you are about ee Ihe Sint OF Gihe Gir airerartie 
to crash. Then you hear someone say, “Simulation complete. required to be flight tested. Because 

flight test requires the real aircraft to 
burn real fuel at a real airport, flight test 

The outdoor scenery disappears as simulation has two different purposes at _ is extremely expensive, and any reduc- 
the lights in the room come up gradually. IBM. They work on concept validation tion in flight test time can result in a less 
You notice that the window through simulations and future product simula- 
which you were watching the ground tions. —— 
coming closer and closer looks more like The concept validation simulator is ...simulation allows tests 
a television screen than a window. You designed and built when a customer, per- 

also notice that there are several people haps the military or another aircraft de- to be performed that other- 
standing next to you and they have been _signer, wants to prove that a new theory, wise would have been 

watching everything you have been design or way of providing information considered too dangerous 
doing during the entire flight. achieves an advantage over previous air- 

What you have just experienced was craft. Flight simulation is an ideal to attempt. 
a high technology flight simulator, and method to demonstrate such advantages. er 
the helicopter that you were flying may Once a simulator is built, the customer, 
bea part of the fleet of helicopters that the military and the pilot may be brought expensive aircraft. Many of the tests that 
helps to defend this country in the 21st in to evaluate the performance of the air- would have normally been performed 
century. craft using simulations. during flight test are now conducted in 

Although it may seem like a giant Simulation is also beneficial because _ the laboratory using flight simulation. 
video game, the subject of flight simula- the designers of the new system receive This simulation allows tests to be per- 
tion is taken quite seriously by the IBM pilot feedback about the instrumentation formed that would have otherwise been 
Corporation in Owego, New York. Flight and the overall feel of the system. Flight considered too dangerous to attempt. 
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Just such a problem SS rere et can also be obtained regard- 
was discovered dur- oe — ing the difficulty encoun- 
ing a simulation of / y & nite be tered by the pilot while 
an aircraft _ Lo / oN oe flying the aircraft. Since 
which was € ff ore) ik a ° © the pilot should spend 

supposed to ce % Wy 27, Ke , ot Aa te. as much time as pos- 
retrieve pi- ws EN Ne @ ~*~" 2 OFS = 1) == sible looking for en- 
lots or sol- aba ey 1p We ey = E Sea EP H emy aircraft or 
‘ae me . es ey —- 5 ground support, it 

ad been los ary are a Palace ae anno i rt 

during battle. Because this ot “~~ ne ea ey ee the ceed 
aircraft was flying in hostile 3 any significant time 
territory, it needed to fly at tree Sees looking at instrumenta- 
level. It was discovered that the air- ties be fully tion. All of this data can be presented 
craft would not perform as desired when _ simulated for either human or to the military and can assist it in deter- 
flying at high speed over cavernous ter- computer control. In addition, these two mining whether the aircraft is correct for 
rain. The problem was easy to correct simulations must be fully interactive for the mission. 
but might never have been discovered a simulated dog fight. The simulation On your next mission, it will be reas- 

during a conventional flight test. may also consist of enemy tanks, ground _ suring to remember that even if you 
The second type of flight simulation support fire, or any number of other make the wrong decision and are blown 

is the one with which most people are computer controlled threats. out of the sky this time, the lights will 
familiar. This is the simulation for poten- The customer for this type of simula- come up, a voice will kindly inform you 

tial aircraft. This type of simulation may _ tion is usually the military. When the that you have just died and that ina few 

be for a jet fighter, advanced helicopter, _ military recognize a weakness in some minutes you may try the simulation all 
or even a hybrid aircraft which has the part of its defenses, it willdeterminethe — over again. il 

best features of both jet fighters and heli-__ type of aircraft needed to correct the 
copters. problem. Then there is a simulation built 

Designing this type of simulator can _ to determine how effectively the aircraft 

be much more technically challenging can eliminate the problem. 
than the concept validation simulators Since it is a simulation, many other ——. AU THOR ——__——— 

since the final evaluation of the aircraft’s crucial aspects can also be studied during a 

capabilities will generally have to be ina the evaluation of the aircraft. These Arik Anderson recently graduated with 

simulated combat situation. This combat _ points may include the strategy of the a BS in electrical engineering. Arik 

setup requires that not only the proposed _pilot, the maneuvering abilities of the wrote Flight Simulation as a senior for 
new aircraft be simulated, but also that pilot and the position, heading, and ele- ECE 350 - Professional Expression. 
the enemy aircraft and all of its capabili- vation information of the aircraft. Data a 
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Ezra Z. Oldentimer is the last student in the railroad engineering program. He has just 

returned from a co-op assignment with the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad that 

began in 1930. He's looking puzzled because he can't find the locomotive lab. 

Just as this issue was going feels that his 62 years as a years. The rest of the time 
to press, the Wisconsin Engi- student give him a unique he has been on a co-op term 

neer staff identified another perspective. He remembers the with a Midwest railroad firm. 
interesting engineer. Rather time when military training His assignment was to design a 
than mess up the layout and was compulsory, students actu- microprocessor-controlled cow- 
redo the title to "Eleven ally paid for their copy of catcher. He made good prog— 

Fascinating Engineers," we the Wisconsin Engineer, and ress once microprocessors were 

decided to use the Just One some paint was left on the T- invented in the late 70's. 
More page to highlight Ezra Z. 21 building. After graduation, Ezra plans 
Oldentimer, railroad engineer. to retire and "read the Wis- 

Actually, Ezra has only been consin Engineer issues I 
A native of Rhinelander, Ezra on campus for 3 of those 62 missed." _ ust One More staff 
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If you’re going to college, we can help you feel more Without it, college may not sit too well with you. 

comfortable about it. Student Banking offers affordable © Please send me a FREE Student Banking Survival Kit. 

services that'll make school more bearable. Name 

Like no-minimum-balance Economy Checking. A no- Address 

fee Jubilee/TYME* Card for 24-hour access to your 
City State___ Zip 

money. Even a Student VISA’ Credit Card. 
. . . Mail to: Student Banking Survival Kit, BANK ONE, MADISON, 100 

Just send in the coupon for your free Survival Kit. North Fairchild Street, Just off State, Madison, WI 53703. UWES 

_ 
—, 

BANK=ONE. 
246-2434 

MEMBER FDIC. CREDIT SERVICES SUBJECT TO APPROVAL. ©1990 BANC ONE WISCONSIN CORPORATION



What Joe Johnson wants, Joe Johnson gets. 
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ven as a young boy, growing up in poverty on a Seneca 

reservation, Joe Johnson knew he had what it takes to be a success. 

And with fierce determination he found his opportunity—at GE. 
As a member of GE’s renowned Manufacturing Management 

Program, Joe’s fulfilling his potential in a big way. From his very first 

assignment helping to build the top-secret control panel of a nuclear 
submarine, to his current supervisory role in GE’s aircraft engine 
manufacturing plant, he’s had a chance to develop the skills that mark 
him as a leader. 

Less than two years onto his career path, Joe’s experienced the 
thrill of seeing his ideas come to life. His energy and drive have plugged 
into the kind of global support system most graduates just dream about. 

GE wants people like Joe. And people like Joe definitely want GE. 

An equal opportunity employer.
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